YO.

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
INTEREST IN
ERAS’ WORK.
We welcome you to this showcase. If you’re seriously
interested in buying ERAS’ work, this is a good starting point
for some detailed information. If you have any questions or
feedback after that, don’t hesitate to contact us.

BUT
FIRST,
LET US
INTRODUCE
OURSELVES.
INTRODUCTIONS

MARCO “ERAS” HOLZINGER
The Muscle
Actually not much to be said here. He’s the one burying the stuff
you’re digging. With a strong background in hiphop culture and
graffiti he constantly looks to improve his art by venturing into
unknown territory and trying new techniques.

TIM WESTERHAUSEN
The Brain
I’m helping with everything else basically. Marketing, strategy,
career development, customer relations as well as a second set of
eyes on his work. Even though he hates the term, i’d say “manager”
describes it best.

LET’S
GET
INTO
THE
NITTY
GRITTY.
WO R KS & P R I C E S

4.000$
SHIPPING EXCLUDED

7.000$
SHIPPING EXCLUDED

4.000$
SHIPPING EXCLUDED

3.000$
SHIPPING EXCLUDED

BUT
WHAT
IF I
WANT
MY
OWN
THING?
C U S TO M WO R K

OPTION 1
Size: “Big”

(approx. 4 square meter / 13 square feet)
INCLUDES:
- Concept and vision in writing
This is the phase where we will define the artistic vision and storytelling together with
the client

- Rough sketching
At this point you will discuss the sketch and make sure it is reflecting the agreed upon
vision. Changes are still possible.

- More detailed sketch
This is a sketch that should better reflect the final artwork. Changes at this point will
only be possible with additional costs.

- Building the artwork
At this point ERAS’ will take the vision to execution. He will evolve and adjust the
vision as he sees fit, while changes are most likely not possible anymore. We will
occasionally check in and send pictures of the progress though.

- Review of finished artwork
If you want some final smaller adjustments or some additional detail work, talk to us
about that and ERAS will see if he can do it. No guarantees though.

- Shipping worldwide
Shipping cost depending on destination.

- Optional: Production/Construction on location
It is also possible to have the artist come to you to either do any final work like
assembling it and putting it on the wall, or even building the whole thing on location.

- Optional: Extra Social Media
We offer an additional service to develop a social media strategy and concept for you,
that incorporates the creation of the artwork and how it is used on your end. This is
particularly interesting for companies, that want to engage younger audiences for
recruitment.

± 10,000.00€
S H I P P I N G E XC L U D E D

OPTION 2
Size: “Normal”
(approx. 2 square meter / 6.5 square feet)
INCLUDES:
- Concept and vision in writing
This is the phase where we will define the artistic vision and storytelling together with
the client

- Rough sketching
At this point you will discuss the sketch and make sure it is reflecting the agreed upon
vision. Changes are still possible.

- More detailed sketch
This is a sketch that should better reflect the final artwork. Changes at this point will
only be possible with additional costs.

- Building the artwork
At this point ERAS’ will take the vision to execution. He will evolve and adjust the
vision as he sees fit, while changes are most likely not possible anymore. We will
occasionally check in and send pictures of the progress though.

- Review of finished artwork
If you want some final smaller adjustments or some additional detail work, talk to us
about that and ERAS will see if he can do it. No guarantees though.

- Shipping worldwide
Shipping cost depending on destination.

± 7,500.00€
S H I P P I N G E XC L U D E D

OPTION 3
Size: “Small”
(approx. 1 square meter / 3 square feet)
INCLUDES:
- Rough sketching*
At this point you will discuss the sketch and make sure it is reflecting the agreed upon
vision. Changes are still possible.

- Building the artwork
At this point ERAS’ will take the vision to execution. He will evolve and adjust the
vision as he sees fit, while changes are most likely not possible anymore. We will
occasionally check in and send pictures of the progress though.

- Review of finished artwork
If you want some final smaller adjustments or some additional detail work, talk to us
about that and ERAS will see if he can do it. No guarantees though.

- Shipping worldwide
Shipping cost depending on destination.

± 5,000.00€
S H I P P I N G E XC L U D E D

ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
CONCEPTS & SKETCHING
Please be aware, that concepts and sketches can never represent
the final look of an artwork. Therefore ERAS’ reserves the right for
himself to make changes during the creation process as he sees fit,
that might slightly differ from the initial sketches.
SOCIAL MEDIA
Whenever you work with us, it is customary that you will show off
the work in your social media and - in turn - be fine with us
showing the work on our end as well. This generally also includes
showing the artwork while it’s “in progress”. If for any reason you
do not agree with that, please tell us right at the beginning of the
engagement, so we can decide if we wanna proceed with the
project or not.
SHIPMENT
Please understand that due to COVID and other world crisis there
might be fluctuations in delivery times and costs.
PAYMENT
Generally payment is due 50% up front and 50% before shipment
via wire transfer or PayPal. Alternatively we can agree on a phased
engagement. That means we will only charge 10% of the agreed
upon price to deliver the concept phase with the written vision
and sketches. Once we agree to proceed the remaining 40% will
be due.
PRODUCTION TIME & DEADLINES
As a rule of thumb you can generally expect around 4 weeks of
production time, but this heavily depends on the project of course.

CONTACT
Tim Westerhausen
management@eras-art.de
+49172 5788908

